
The Halloween Photo Hunt 
A treat for you, from Renae Rude, The Paranormalist 

Simple Objects: Open to interpretation:

q Apple q an old-fashioned key or keyhole

q Autumn-Colored Leaf q a silly / dumb Halloween decoration

q Bat q a scary book

q Bladed Object q a creepy doll or toy

q Bone q something slimy or oozy

q Broom Dignity? What dignity?

q Candle q each team member in a zombie pose

q Candy Bar, fun-sized q each team member in a vampire pose

q Candy Jewelry q each team member doing his or her scariest face

q Cat q each team member doing scary eyes

q Clown q the SHADOW of each team member, in a spooky pose

q Cobweb Fake it if you have to:

q Corn q a UFO or evidence of a UFO landing site (or both)

q Crow q evidence of Bigfoot's passage or presence

q Dead Flower q evidence of the presence of an invisible person or ghost

q Fangs Speculate. Could that possibly be:

q Gourd q a haunted ________ (location)

q Insect or Spider q a cursed ________ (object)

q Jack 'O Lantern q a portal or mysterious passage through time or space

q Mask q a secret meeting place for a shadowy organization

q Pumpkin, real, un-carved q the lair of a monster

q Scarecrow q a signpost for, or the site of, a hidden treasure

q Toad / Frog q a were-beast in its animal form

q Tombstone q a clue to a covered-up crime

q Witch's Hat q a trap for the unwary or a lure toward certain doom  

q q 
This version of The Paranormalist's Halloween Photo Hunt is meant for personal use, by small groups of people, playing in a confined 
environment, for a specified period of time. (Think: 2-3 hours, within walking distance of a small-town courthouse, at an autumn fair, or in 
and around a mall.) Another version of the hunt, more suited to playing over longer periods of time and a larger territory, with more 
challenging prompts, is also available.
Photos from EITHER or BOTH photo hunts can be submitted for enshrinement in a special gallery at the Paranormalist blog, as long as they 
meet the gallery's guidelines, including the protection of privacy rules, which are available for review at the hunt's home page.

For complete information, visit
 www.theparanormalist.wordpress.com/halloween 

and look for the link to the photo hunt
(direct link: http://bit.do/HalloweenPhotoHunt)


